
PR/01/13/A

AGENDA

Procedures Committee

13th Meeting, 2001

Tuesday 11th December 2001

The Committee will meet at 9.30 am in Committee Room 2.

1. Declaration of Interests: The Convener will invite Susan Deacon MSP to
declare any relevant interests.

2. CSG Inquiry: The Committee will take evidence from:-

John McAllion MSP, Convener of the Public Petitions Committee and the
following petitioners:

Stuart Crawford

Agnes MacKenzie

Allan Berry

Averil Watson

Allana M. Parker

William H. Watson

Duncan Hope

Councillor Charles Kennedy, JP

3. Amendments to Bills - timing and deadlines: The Committee will consider a
paper.

John Patterson
Clerk to the Procedures Committee

Chamber Office, Room 5.19
Ext 85175

john.patterson@scottish.parliament.uk



































































































































































Paper 2 CSG

PR/01/13/2

THIRTEENTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

INQUIRY INTO THE APPLICATION OF THE CONSULTATIVE STEERING
GROUP PRINCIPLES IN THE SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT

1. The Committee will take evidence on the Parliament’s petition
process from John McAllion, Convener of the Public Petitions
Committee, and a number of people who have submitted petitions to
the Parliament.

Written submissions

2. Attached are the submissions received from the witnesses.

Witnesses

3. In addition to Mr McAllion, the Committee will hear from the following
petitioners:-

Stuart Crawford

Agnes MacKenzie

Allan Berry

Averil Watson

Allana Parker

William Watson

Duncan Hope

Councillor Charles Kennedy, JP

4. Members will note from their papers that in some cases individuals above
were acting on behalf of organisations.

Focus for evidence

5. Witnesses were informed in their letters of invitation to this session that the
Procedures Committee cannot hear any evidence on the substance of any
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petition but is concerned solely with the functioning of the petitioning
process.

Timing

6. The session is scheduled to last from 09.30am to 11.15am.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
December  2001



PR/01/13/3

FOR DECISION

THIRTEENTH MEETING OF THE PROCEDURES COMMITTEE

AMENDMENTS TO BILLS – timing and deadlines

1. The Committee’s 1st Report, 2001 (SP Paper 316) made recommendations concerning

the deadlines for lodging amendments to Bills which were agreed to by the Parliament

and reflected in revised standing orders.

2. The first paper attached (PR/01/13/3A) addresses two outstanding issues: whether the

Rules should be changed to permit “manuscript amendments” at Stage 3 as well as

Stage 2; and, whether the Rules should be changed to require the Executive to lodge

amendments further ahead of an amending Stage than non-Executive members.

3. The second paper attached (PR/01/13/3B) – to be read in conjunction with the first –

fulfils the Committee’s self-imposed task of reviewing the position on deadlines for

Executive amendments to Bills (paragraph 98, SP Paper 316).

4. Andrew Mylne from the Legislation Team will attend.

5. The Committee is asked to consider the papers and decide on the rewording

suggestion in paragraph 10, and the issues set out at paragraph 55 of the first

attachment.

Clerking and Reporting Directorate
December 2001
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PR/01/13/3A

Deadlines for lodging amendments to Bills

Part 1: Introduction

1. The Committee agreed to various changes in the deadlines for lodging amendments to
Bills a few months ago, and those changes have now been agreed to by the Parliament
and reflected in revised Standing Orders.

2. Two outstanding issues, however, remain to be addressed – namely:

• whether the Rules should be changed to permit “manuscript amendments” at Stage
3 as well as at Stage 2; and

• whether the Rules should be changed to require the Executive to lodge
amendments further ahead of an amending Stage than non-Executive members.

3. The first issue was discussed by the Committee on 12 September last year, when the
general view appeared to be that a procedure for Stage 3 manuscript amendments
would be desirable, subject to suitable detailed proposals being brought forward.  The
second issue was considered on 19 December last year, and again on 3 April this year.
On both occasions, strong views were expressed by at least some members in favour
of imposing an earlier deadline on the Executive.  However, the Committee agreed in
April to review the situation for six months before taking a final view.

4. This paper offers a joint approach to the two issues, aimed at meeting Committee
members’ stated concerns on each.  It explains the two issues in turn, then shows how
they relate to one another.  A suggested solution is then outlined.

Part 2: Manuscript amendments at Stage 3

What are manuscript amendments?

5. Manuscript amendments are defined in Rule 9.10.6 as amendments to be moved at
Stage 2 of which less than two sitting days’ notice has been given.  The Rule stipulates
that such an amendment may only be moved with the agreement of the convener of
the Stage 2 committee.  Like all other amendments, manuscript amendments must be
lodged in accordance with Rule 17.4 and satisfy the test of admissibility set out in Rule
9.10.5.  The Rules currently do not permit manuscript amendments at Stage 3 or
Reconsideration Stage.

Minor problems with the existing Rule

6. Although the existing Rule has generally worked well when used at Stage 2, problems
have been identified with the wording of the criterion the convener is expected to apply
in deciding whether a manuscript amendment may be moved.  The current wording is:

“The convener shall give his or her agreement to such an amendment … being
moved only if he or she considers that the merits of the amendment outweigh the
disadvantages of lack of proper notice”.

7. The reference in this Rule to “the merits of the amendment“ has two disadvantages:
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• First, it is ambiguous between an objective assessment of whether the amendment
raises a point of substance and a personal or political assessment of whether the
amendment would improve the Bill.  It is only the former that conveners should take
into account, given the expectation that they act in a detached and even-handed
way when exercising their convenership role.

• Second, some conveners have interpreted the test to mean that amendments are
more likely to pass the test if they raise issues of substance (since that means they
are of greater merit); while others have interpreted it to mean that amendments are
less likely to pass it if they raise issues of substance (since that means the
disadvantages of lack of proper notice are greater)!

8. To avoid these problems, it is suggested that the Rule is re-worded along the following
lines (the words in bold being new):

“The convener shall give his or her agreement to such an amendment … being
moved only if he or she considers that so agreeing is justified, in the
circumstances, taking account of the disadvantages of lack of proper notice.”

9. As well as avoiding the problems identified, this revised wording helps to make clear
that conveners are expected to take account of the particular circumstances in making
a decision.

10. The Committee is invited to recommend altering the wording of the current Rule along
the lines indicated in paragraph 8.

Advantages and disadvantages of manuscript amendments

11. The main advantage of a procedure that allows manuscript amendments is flexibility.  It
provides a “back-stop” option for members who have not succeeded in lodging an
amendment before the normal deadline, making the system more able to respond to
changes of circumstances.  The main disadvantage is the lack of notice that results
from an amendment being moved only a short time after it was lodged.  That increases
the risk of changes to the law being made that have not been properly considered in
advance – and which may turn out to be either controversial or flawed.

12. In deciding whether or not to provide a manuscript amendment procedure, these two
factors – flexibility and notice – must be weighed against each other.

Flexibility

13. The Rules about the minimum number of sitting days between the end of one Stage
and the beginning of the next are designed to ensure that there is sufficient time for
members to lodge amendments before the normal deadline.  Members can use that
time to discuss possible amendments with other members, with the clerks (who can
assist with the drafting) and perhaps with third parties (e.g. witnesses who, at Stage 1,
voiced concerns about aspects of the Bill).

14. Nevertheless, there may be a good reason why a member finds himself or herself
unable to lodge an amendment before the deadline.  There may be complex technical
or legal problems raised by the amendment.  There may be a need to discuss the
amendment with a third party (e.g. the witness who raised the point in the first place),
which may take time to arrange.  There may be a concern to secure cross-party
support before the amendment is lodged, which may take time to negotiate.  The clerks
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may need time to draft an amendment and discuss it with the member.  Some or all of
these factors can lead to an amendment being lodged after the Stage 2 deadline has
passed.

15. While the benefit of flexibility must be recognised, there is also a risk that, in allowing
exceptions to a deadline, the effectiveness of the deadline is undermined.  There is a
natural tendency to act only when a deadline is looming, particularly if the deadline is a
final and inflexible one.  In devising any procedure for manuscript amendments, care is
needed to ensure that it does not actually encourage the last-minute lodging of
amendments.  Such a procedure has failed if lodging a manuscript amendment
becomes anything other than a last resort.

Notice

16. It is in the interests of all those involved in proceedings on a Bill – members, interested
parties and clerks – that reasonable notice is given of all amendments.  The 2-day
interval between the Stage 2 deadline and the Stage itself is intended to guarantee a
reasonable minimum period of notice of all amendments.

17. Members of all parties benefit from such notice.  The Executive needs time to consider
which, if any, non-Executive amendments to its own Bills it can support.  (This may
include suggesting alterations to the amendment, or lodging an alternative amendment
to address the same point.)  The non-Executive parties need time to consider
Executive amendments to decide whether to support them or lodge alternatives.  And
members from one non-Executive party need time to consider the amendments lodged
by other such parties.

18. Notice is also important to non-MSPs who are following the passage of a particular Bill.
Persons and organisations who have given evidence on the Bill, or who would be
affected by it, have a legitimate right to see what changes are proposed and to have an
opportunity to comment on them.

19. Finally, advance notice is important to the clerks to allow them to prepare properly for
the Stage.  Only once it is known what amendments there are can the clerks prepare
the Marshalled List and draft groupings and procedural briefing for the Convener.
Adding in one or two additional amendments once these documents have been
prepared is usually not too difficult, but if the number of such amendments becomes
significant, the process starts to become unmanageable.  This can make it difficult to
ensure that the proceedings are conducted in a smooth and orderly manner.

Differences between Stage 2 and Stage 3

20. At present the Rules provide a procedure for manuscript amendments only at Stage 2.
Where this procedure has been used, it has worked well.  It has provided a useful
“backstop” for members who have missed the deadline, but there is no evidence of it
being overused or of its use unduly disrupting the proceedings.

21. The question for the Procedures Committee is whether a similar procedure should also
be available at Stage 3.

22. It is important to note that the two Stages are not the same.  Perhaps the most
significant difference is that Stage 3 is, in normal cases, the final opportunity to amend
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the Bill.1  This makes it particularly important that members are sure an amendment is
acceptable before it is agreed to – and hence that adequate notice is given of all
amendments.  If a manuscript amendment is agreed to at Stage 2 and it is only later
realised that it is defective or unacceptable, there is an opportunity to put the matter
right at Stage 3; if the same realisation is made after Stage 3, there will be no such
opportunity.

23. A second difference is that the formal deadline for lodging Stage 3 amendments is 3
sitting days ahead of the stage at Stage 3, rather than two sitting days at Stage 2.  This
probably increases the likelihood of something arising after the formal deadline has
passed but before the Stage takes place.

24. A third difference is that the Presiding Officer has the right to select amendments at
Stage 3 (employing the general criteria published in the Guidance).

25. Finally, Stage 3 takes place in the Chamber, where the timing of proceedings is more
critical than in committee.  As a result, the disruption that may be caused by a last-
minute manuscript amendment is greater.  The steps that would be involved – having
the amendment lodged, assessing admissibility, deciding on selection and whether it
should be moved, and making it available in print – are likely to require an adjournment
of proceedings of at least 10 or 15 minutes.

The case for a change to the Rules

26. The above considerations help to explain why, under the current Rules, manuscript
amendments are not permitted at Stage 3.  However, there are opposing factors which
create a strong case for amending the Rules in this respect.

27. Although, as noted above, the disadvantages of lack of notice are greater at Stage 3
than at Stage 2, the advantages of flexibility that a manuscript amendment procedure
provides are also greater, and for the same reason – namely that there is no further
opportunity to amend the Bill.  Without this flexibility there is no easy mechanism for
dealing with the situation that arises if it is realised after the Stage 3 deadline has
passed that an amendment is needed to make the Bill technically competent or
politically acceptable.  This can leave the Parliament, at Stage 3, with an invidious
choice.  One option would be to pass a Bill that is recognised to be flawed.  The other
option would be to use the procedures available to defer the completion of Stage 3 (or
refer the Bill back to a committee for further Stage 2 proceedings), something that
would be certain to cause substantial delay to getting the legislation into place.

28. On balance, it is recommended that introducing a procedure for manuscript
amendments at Stage 3 is preferable to the current situation.  It is also recommended:

• that any such change should apply to Reconsideration Stage as well as to Stage 3;

• that similar changes should be made to the equivalent Rules in Chapter 9A (private
Bills); and

• that it should incorporate the alteration to the wording of the existing Rule
recommended in paragraph 10 above.

                                                
1 Further opportunities can arise in particular circumstances – e.g. if Stage 3 is adjourned under Rule 9.8.5.
But the normal assumption must be that Stage 3 is the last chance to amend the Bill.
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How should the procedure work?

29. The obvious way of implementing the above recommendation would be to provide an
exactly similar procedure at Stage 3 as exists at Stage 2.  The only difference would be
that it would be the Presiding Officer (as the Stage 3 equivalent to the convener at
Stage 2) who would decide whether the amendment should be moved.  (This would, in
principle, be a separate decision from whether it is selected, though in practice the two
decisions are likely to be taken at the same time.)

30. However, there are two respects in which a departure from that model might be
considered.

Avoiding disruption of the proceedings

31. It might be argued that, at Stage 3, there should be some absolute minimum period of
notice, even if it is only measured in hours or minutes.  For example, the Rules could
specify that the period within which manuscript amendments may be lodged ends 30
minutes before the Stage 3 proceedings begin.  This would ensure that, if any such
amendment was lodged, the necessary steps (assessing admissibility, deciding on
selection and whether it should be moved, making the amendment available in print)
could be taken before the Stage begins.  This would avoid the need for any disruption
of the proceedings themselves.

32. Against this, it could be argued that such a restriction reduces the flexibility that is the
main advantage of having a procedure for manuscript amendments in the first place.
For example, it would prevent a manuscript amendment being lodged to address a flaw
in the Bill (or in an amendment) noticed only after Stage 3 had begun.

33. Perhaps the best outcome would be for the Rules to permit Stage 3 manuscript
amendments on the same basis as at Stage 2 (that is, with no minimum period of
notice), but to make clear in Guidance that the “disadvantages of lack of proper notice”
would be greater at Stage 3, particularly for amendments lodged once the proceedings
were under way.

Presiding Officer’s discretion on whether a manuscript amendment may be moved

34. In former discussions of this subject, members of the Committee have suggested that
the Presiding Officer, in deciding whether to allow a Stage 3 manuscript amendment to
be moved, should seek the views of members.  On this suggestion, whether such an
amendment could be moved would depend on whether a majority of members was in
favour, or on whether any member objected.

35. However, there would be significant difficulties in formalising such a suggestion in a
change to the Rules.   For one thing, any such Rule would need to work in all situations
that might arise, not just those where a manuscript amendment is lodged during the
Stage 3 proceedings, when the view of members can be sought immediately.  Any
procedure for Stage 3 manuscript amendments needs to allow a decision on whether
such an amendment may be moved to be taken as early as possible, so as to minimise
the disadvantages caused by the reduced notice given.

36. There is also a more fundamental problem with the suggestion.  It seems almost
inevitable that most members, if asked to express a view on whether a manuscript
amendment should be moved, would answer according to whether they want the
amendment to be agreed to.  The result would be that the two issues – whether to
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allow a manuscript amendment to be moved and whether to agree to it – would
become conflated into one.  The effect would be to make it no more difficult to move a
manuscript amendment than a non-manuscript one, thus weakening the incentive to
use the manuscript amendment option only as a last resort.  Such an incentive is, if
anything more important at Stage 3 than it is at Stage 2.

37. The Presiding Officer has written to the Convener (copy attached) indicating a clear
preference for having the same right to decide whether a manuscript amendment may
be moved at Stage 3 as a convener currently has at Stage 2.

Part 3: Earlier deadline for Executive amendments

38. When the Committee considered this issue previously, the preliminary view of most
members present was in favour of imposing an earlier deadline for the lodging of
Executive amendments.  This view appears to have been prompted by situations
where Executive amendments to Executive Bills were lodged only shortly before the
deadline, with the result that non-Executive members have not had time to lodge their
own amendments in response before that deadline has passed.

Amendments in response

39. A non-Executive member might want to lodge an amendment “in response” to an
Executive amendment because the Executive amendment pre-empts an amendment of
theirs lodged earlier or because, having seen the Executive amendment, the member
wishes to propose an alternative wording.  In either case, the amendment “in response”
might be set out as a free-standing new amendment, or as an amendment to the
Executive amendment.

40. However, if the Executive amendment was itself lodged on the last day before the
deadline then, by the time the non-Executive member sees it in print, he or she will be
unable to lodge any amendment in response (except, at Stage 2, by means of a
manuscript amendment).  This can be a frustrating experience for the non-Executive
member.

Arguments for an earlier deadline

41. Requiring the Executive to lodge its amendments at least a day earlier than other
members is clearly one way to address this problem.  Those members who favoured
such a course appear to have done so on the basis of two main considerations.

42. The first is a recognition that, generally speaking, Executive amendments are very
likely to be agreed to, whereas non-Executive amendments are much less likely to be
agreed to.   This makes it more important that proper notice is given of them.  It also
makes it more likely that a non-Executive amendment will be pre-empted by agreement
to an Executive amendment.

43. The second consideration cited was that the Executive is uniquely well-placed to lodge
amendments in good time, given that it has access to teams of officials and
professional draftsmen.  Other members, who have access only to the more limited
service that the clerks can provide, have more excuse for lodging amendments close to
the deadline.
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Arguments against an earlier deadline

44. The above two considerations were the main arguments articulated by Committee
members for an earlier deadline.  It also considered (at its meeting on 3 April) various
arguments against such an earlier deadline set out in a letter from the Executive (copy
attached).  One of those arguments was that the Rules should normally treat all
members alike and that, just as non-Executive members found it difficult to respond to
Executive amendments lodged at the last minute, so the Executive found it difficult to
respond to non-Executive amendments lodged at the last minute.  Another argument
was that a non-binding earlier deadline would not provide the flexibility the Executive
sometimes needs to lodge amendments resulting from discussions with MSPs or
outside parties, or amendments in response to last-minute non-Executive
amendments.

How effective is the existing voluntary earlier deadline?

45. The Committee’s previous view appeared to have been influenced by a perception that
the Executive frequently lodged amendments close to the deadline, and that it did so
without good reason.  The second paper attached (PR/01/13/3B) shows that the
Executive in fact only rarely fails to meet its informal deadline for lodging amendments,
which is 5 sitting days before the Stage, and that when it has lodged amendments after
that informal deadline, there has usually been a good reason.  The paper also shows
that the Executive’s record in lodging amendments early improved during the review
period.

46. These results suggest that a voluntary earlier deadline is generally effective.  On this
basis, the Committee may feel that a formal earlier deadline is not necessary.  (It would
always, of course, be possible for the issue to be reconsidered, if it appeared that the
Executive’s record in meeting its informal earlier deadline was slipping.)

How would an earlier deadline apply in relation to non-Executive Bills?

47. Another question raised by the proposal to impose a formal earlier deadline is how it
would work in relation to non-Executive Bills (Committee Bills and Members’ Bills).2  In
relation to such Bills, the options would appear to be:

• to have an earlier deadline for the member-in-charge only;

• to have an earlier deadline for the Executive only;

• to have an earlier deadline for both the member-in-charge and the Executive.

48. None of these three options seems entirely satisfactory.  The difficulty is that, whereas
the two considerations outlined above (paragraphs 42 and 43) reliably apply in relation
to any Executive Bill, the equivalent considerations may well not apply with a non-
Executive Bill.  It may not always be safe to assume that member-in-charge
amendments are likely to be agreed to.  And, while some members-in-charge may
have support either from the Executive or from the Non-Executive Bills Unit, others
may have to rely on the same support from the clerks as most other members.

                                                
2 A separate issue, not addressed in this paper, is whether the equivalent Rules relating to Private Bills
should also be changed.
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49. As a result, imposing an earlier deadline on member-in-charge amendments only could
be unfair in some cases (although fair in others).  Similarly, imposing an earlier
deadline for the Executive only might be unfair in some cases (although fair in others).
Overall, the only safe conclusion might be to maintain the current position – i.e. the
same deadline for all members – in relation to non-Executive Bills.

50. If that is the view taken in relation to non-Executive Bills, the question arises of whether
the Standing Orders should create a distinction between Executive and non-Executive
Bills in relation to the lodging deadlines that apply.  Any such differential Rule creates
additional complexity, and there is a risk that it will give rise to anomalies by treating
relevantly-similar Bills – e.g. an Executive Bill and a Member’s Bill actively supported
by the Executive – differently.

Part 4: Conclusions

51. It is clear from Part 3 above that there are various difficulties associated with
formalising in the Rules an earlier deadline for Executive amendments.  It is also clear
that the Executive’s existing voluntary earlier deadline is largely effective in practice,
and offers a degree of flexibility when circumstances make later lodging appropriate.
All the same, situations may occasionally arise where an Executive amendment is
lodged only shortly before the deadline, leaving little or no time for non-Executive
members to lodge amendments “in response”.

52. If such a situation arises at Stage 2, the non-Executive member at least has the option
of lodging a manuscript amendment in response to the late Executive amendment.  At
Stage 3 (and Reconsideration Stage), however, this is currently not possible.

53. Part 2 of this paper recommends that the Rules be changed to allow manuscript
amendments at Stage 3 (and Reconsideration Stage).  If that change were to be made,
the Committee might feel that this was also sufficient to address the issue of Executive
amendments lodged just before the deadline.

54. In order to emphasise the link between the two issues, the Guidance could give
examples of how the circumstances might justify allowing a manuscript amendment to
be moved (i.e. how the revised test recommended above would be applied).  As one
such example, the Guidance could specify that a manuscript amendment should
normally be allowed to be moved if it was:

• lodged directly “in response” to an Executive or member-in-charge amendment only
available in print after the normal deadline had passed; and

• itself lodged as soon as possible after that Executive or member-in-charge
amendment appeared in print.

55. The Committee is therefore invited to decide the following issues:

Issue One

Does it wish to recommend changing the Rules as recommended in paragraph 28
above?

• If so, does it wish the right to lodge a manuscript amendment to apply until the
last point in proceedings when the amendment could be moved, or only until a
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short time (e.g. 30 minutes) before the proceedings begin (see paragraphs 31-
33 above)?

Issue Two

Does it wish to recommend changing the Rules to require Executive amendments to
Executive Bills to be lodged a day earlier than non-Executive amendments to such
Bills?

• If so, what, if any, change to the Rules should apply in relation to amendments
to non-Executive Bills (see paragraph 47 above)?

• If not, does it agree to the Guidance being altered along the lines described in
paragraph 54 above?
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PR/01/13/3B

TIMING OF LODGING OF BILL AMENDMENTS

Background

1. The Committee last considered the issue of whether the Executive should be required
by Standing Orders to lodge amendments earlier than non-Executive members on 3
April 2001.  The Executive had explained to the Committee that its internal (non-
binding) guidance to officials was to lodge amendments, wherever possible, no later
than five sitting days before the Stage (or day of the Stage).  The Committee agreed
not to recommend changes to Standing Orders at that time, but to keep the matter
under review for a period of 6 months.

2. The review period ended in October.  Table 1 (attached) shows how successful the
Executive has been in meeting its own voluntary 5-day deadline during that period.
Table 2 gives comparable figures for non-Executive amendments.

Methodology

3. In order properly to assess the statistics given in the attached tables, it is important to
be clear about the methodology used to compile the statistics.

The review period
4. The review period was 3 April – 3 October 2001 (i.e. 6 months beginning on the date of

the Committee’s decision).

5. The tables include all amendments lodged for Stages (or days within Stages) taking
place within the review period.  This is not quite the same as including all amendments
lodged within the review period.  A few amendments lodged just before the beginning
of the review period are included; while a few amendments lodged towards the end of
the review period, but for Stages taking place after the end of that period, are excluded.

References to deadlines
6. In both tables, references to deadlines are to the Executive’s informal 5-day deadline –

not to the formal (and later) deadlines specified in the Standing Orders.  As an
example, if a Stage 3 debate was taking place on a Thursday, the formal deadline for
lodging amendments (under Rule 9.10.2A) would be 4.30 pm on the Monday, but the
Executive’s informal deadline would be 4.30 pm the previous Thursday.

Counting amendments as lodged before or after the deadline
7. For each Stage (or day of a Stage) that fell during the review period, each amendment

lodged has been counted as either being lodged before or after the relevant 5-day
deadline.  Note that it is the date lodged that matters – not the date the amendment
appears in print in the Business Bulletin (usually the following sitting day).

8. Since all Stage 3s have been dealt with on a single day, there is only one 5-day
deadline for each Stage.  It is therefore a simple matter to count the number of
amendments lodged before and after that deadline.

9. For Stage 2s taken over more than one day, the situation is more complex.  The
practice is for committees to announce in advance a “target” for each day at the Stage
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– the target being the point beyond which they guarantee not to go on that day.  (These
targets are publicised in Business Bulletin announcements.)  For example, a committee
might announce that it will deal only with sections 1 and 2 on Day 1, and with the rest
of the Bill on Day 2 (a week later).  In that case, the Executive’s aim would be to lodge
all amendments to sections 1 and 2 at least 5 sitting days before Day 1, and all other
amendments at least 5 sitting days before Day 2.  If, 4 sitting days before Day 1, it
lodged two amendments – one to section 2 and one to section 3 – the first would count
as lodged after the deadline and the second as lodged before.

10. One important feature of the above methodology is that whether the Executive has
conformed to its own 5-day deadline is assessed by reference to what was expected at
the time the amendments were lodged – rather than by reference to actual events.  For
example, it could be that the committee described above in fact only deals with section
1 on Day 1, leaving section 2 to be dealt with on Day 2.  The result would be that both
the amendments described in the example were, as it turned out, lodged more than 5
sitting days ahead of when they were dealt with.  But from the Executive’s point of
view, that must be regarded as a bonus.  Success in meeting a performance standard
can only fairly be assessed by reference to what was known at the time the relevant
action was performed.   Nevertheless, it is worth noting that, since it is not uncommon
for committees not to reach their targets, the proportion of Executive amendments
actually dealt with at least 5 sitting days after they were lodged is likely to be slightly
higher than the attached statistics suggest.

11. It should also be noted that the targets, by reference to which the 5-day deadline is
calculated, refer to the furthest point a committee will reach in the moving and
disposing of amendments.  This ensures that any amendment lodged before the
relevant deadline will not be moved or disposed of until at least 5 sitting days later.
However, it does not ensure that it will not be debated sooner than that.  The section 3
amendment described above, for example, is counted as lodged before the deadline
even though it may end up being grouped with an amendment to section 1 and so
debated on Day 1 (only 4 sitting days after it was lodged).  It would not be possible for
the Executive to operate a 5-day-before deadline by reference to groupings, since it
does not know, that far in advance, how the amendments are going to be grouped.

The results

Table 1
12. The first column lists each Bill that had a 5-day deadline within the review period.  The

second column gives the total number of Executive amendments lodged for the Stage,
while the third column gives the number of those lodged before the 5-day deadline.
The final column gives the percentage lodged before the 5-day deadline for the Stage.

13. The totals at the bottom show that the Executive’s overall success-rate in meeting its 5-
day deadline was 94% over the review period.  The table also suggests that its
performance improved during the review period.

Table 2
14. This provides equivalent data in relation to non-Executive amendments during the

same period.  This is provided merely for purposes of comparison.  Clearly, non-
Executive members are not subject to any 5-day deadline, and so cannot be judged
directly in terms of their success in meeting such a deadline.  All the same, the
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comparison shows that the Executive has a significantly better record in terms of
lodging amendments well in advance of a Stage than non-Executive members.

Executive commentary

15. The Executive was given an opportunity to check the figures in the attached table.  In
doing so, it supplied the following commentary:

Housing Bill
• This Bill was the largest so far dealt with by the Parliament.
• 95% of amendments were lodged at least 4 days in advance of Committee

consideration.
• For much of Stage 2, the Committee met twice a week, with consequent

pressure on all concerned.  All breaches of the 5-day deadline occurred on these
occasions.

• The Committee welcomed the Executive’s attempts to resolve points arising
from non-Executive amendments by lodging alternative Executive amendments
during Stage 2, rather than simply giving an undertaking to lodge amendments at
Stage 3.  However, this meant that some Executive amendments were lodged after
the 5-day deadline.

• The Executive had, in addition, to deal with 348 non-Executive amendments
at Stage 2, many of which were lodged much less than 5 days ahead.

Regulation of Care Bill
• The single amendment lodged after 5 days related to a technical correction.

Convention Rights (Compliance) Bill
• The single amendment lodged after 5 days was due to pressures of business.

International Criminal Court Bill
• All Executive amendments were lodged before the 5-day deadline.
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TABLE 1

Title of Bill
and Stage

Total Exec
amendments
lodged to Bill

Number lodged
before 5-day

deadline

Percentage lodged
before 5-day

deadline

Housing
Stage 2 61 43 70%
Stage 3 77 75 97%

Regulation of Care
Stage 2 46 45 98%
Stage 3 71 71 100%

Convention Rights (Compliance)
Stage 2 63 62 98%
Stage 3 39 39 100%

International Criminal Court
Stage 2 14 14 100%
Stage 3 3 3 100%

TOTALS 374 352 94%

TABLE 2

Title of Bill
and Stage

Total non-Exec
amendments
lodged to Bill

Number lodged
before 5-day

deadline

Percentage lodged
before 5-day

deadline

Housing
Stage 2 348 140 40%
Stage 3 125 76 61%

Regulation of Care
Stage 2 11 4 36%
Stage 3 8 8 100%

Convention Rights (Compliance)
Stage 2 50 14 28%
Stage 3 6 6 100%

Mortgage Rights
Stage 3 11 9 82%

International Criminal Court
Stage 2 26 0 0%
Stage 3 44 42 95%

Protection from Abuse
Stage 2 42 10 24%
Stage 3 14 6 43%

TOTALS 685 315 46%


